
MODELS:
CSCWE240 – The Weaner

CSCBO360 – The Boar
CSCHO450 – The Hog

USER MANUAL
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Please read this manual carefully and do as the manual guidance. You will be satisfied 
with it. In addition, we sincerely hope that you will enjoy using your CLEAVER.

Troubleshooting...
Any issues, concerns, feedback or questions not answered here or in your manual.
Contact CLEAVER Artisan Appliances on 0418 139 409 
or dave@cleaversalumicabinets.com.au
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1. Important Safety Notes:

Warnings
To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, failure or injury when using your 
appliance, follow these basic precautions:

• Read all instructions before using CLEAVER Salumi Cabinet.
• Never allow children to operate, play with, or crawl inside the cabinet.
• Never clean appliance parts with flammable fluids. The fumes can create 
a fire hazard or explosion.
• If your cabinet stops working, please call our service department or other 
related technicians to check and repair. If the power cord is damaged, find a 
professional technician or electrician to replace cord. 
• Never attempt to repair the cabinet by yourself to prevent injury or loss.
• Make sure that the plug is removed from socket while cleaning, moving 
or repairing.
• To avoid damage of door seal, please make sure the door fully open when 
pulling out the movable shelves.
• Place the cooler close to power socket.
• Never move cabinet with food inside.
• Place cabinet with its rear against a wall to prevent the compressor from 
being easily touched.
• Do not turn cabinet on and off too frequently. Allow at least 5 minutes 
between resetting.
• Flammable and explosive articles should not be put in or near the 
cabinet, to avoid the fire or explosion.
• Please dispose of old cabinets responsibly.
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2. Structure of Cabinets:

(1) Control panel  
(2) Ventilation fans
(3) Stainless steel shelf 
(4) Humidifier and humidifier 
reserve  
(5) Humidifier moisture pads
(6) Ventilation base 
(7) Adjustable feet  
(8) Latch Hook and lock
(9) Humidity Sensor
(10) Temperature Sensor
(11) Door seal
(12) Glass door
(13) Upper Hinge

Figure 1:

Before Using Your CLEAVER Salumi Cabinet
• Remove the exterior and interior packing.
• Before connecting to the power source, let the cabinet stand upright for 
at least 3 hours. This will reduce the possibility of a malfunction in the cooling 
system from handling during transportation.
• Clean the interior surface with lukewarm water and a soft cloth.
• Remove any smells in the cabinet by spraying the internal services with a  
solution of 2 tablespoons of baking soda dissolved in one litre of water. Leave 
on surfaces and wipe clean after 24 hours. 

3. Before Turning Your Cabinet On
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Installation:
• The cabinet should be placed in a location that allows sufficient heat 
dissipation from condenser unit. The back of the cabinet should not be place 
firmly against a wall.
• Place your cabinet on a floor that is strong enough to support its weight 
when it is fully loaded. To level your cabinet, adjust the front leveling legs at 
the base.
• Locate the cabinet away from direct sunlight and sources of heat (stove, 
heater etc.). Direct sunlight may affect the acrylic coating and heat sources 
may increase electrical consumption. Extreme cold ambient temperatures 
may also cause the unit not to perform properly.
• Avoid locating the unit in wet/moist areas
• Plug in the proper power socket. Make sure that the shape and voltage of 
the socket is consistent with the nameplate on the back of the cabinet.

Set Up:
• Remove shelves from runners  (Page 9) and relocate runner mounts into 
desired hanging spots. This can be a little tricky, so don’t be afraid to call us to 
talk you through it.
• Spray a little vegetable or food-grade oil onto the shelf runners and 
bearings to help prevent rusting.
• Turn the cabinet on at the power and the control panel.
• Set the temperature and humidity (Page 7, Figure 2) via the control panel.
Ideally replicate the environment of your previous curing location, otherwise 
12°C and 75-78% relative humidity is a good place to start.
• If you are not putting fresh meat into the cabinet straight away, pour 
about 500mL of water - mixed with a little salt - into the humidifier reservoir 
(Page 8). 
If you are putting fresh meat into the cabinet, you will not need to fill the 
humidifier. This will add unnecessary humidity to the cabinet and increase the 
likelihood of overflowing the humidity discharge tray.

4. Installation and Set Up Guide
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Your First Batch:
Everyone’s recipe is a little different, so we recommend monitoring your first 
batch or curing to get the ideal temperature and humidity for your curing.
Try to aim for an environment that encourages the natural growth of a chalky-
white mold.

Hanging Your Meat:
The CLEAVER Salumi Cabinet shelves will hold up to 40kg of meat each. The 
finer bars on each shelf will hold meat up to 2kg on each hook. 
Heavier items should be hung off cross bars or an additional bar placed across 
the shelf to balance the weight.
We recommend rotating your stock if you are hanging lots of meat at once. 

4. Installation and Set Up Guide

Some Points on Food Safety...
CLEAVER Salumi Cabinets are designed to create a consistent and 
even environment for dry curing meats. It remains your responsibility 
to maintain proper hygiene, undertake correct bacterial controls and 
monitoring the curing of your meats for spoilage.

CLEAVER takes no responsibility for spoilage caused by inadequate 
efforts to adhere to safe curing processes.
Always approach the results of any cured meats with a sense of 
caution. If in doubt of the safety of the meats for consumption, take 
the appropriate steps to dispose of meat safety.
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5. Setting Temparture and Humidity

1. LIGHT Button: Cabinet light control button; Note: Once the light is turned 
on, it will automatically off after 10 minutes.

2. Humidity Control UP: Increase humidity setting

3. Humidity Control DOWN: Decrease humidity setting

4. Humidity Display: Displays actual humidity level (at rest) and your 
humidity setting. The range of humidity setting is 60% to 85%.

5. RUN light: Indicator light of compressor working. While the compressor 
operating, the red light is on. While it stops operating, the red light is off. 

6. Temperature Display: Displays actual temperature (at rest) and your 
temperature setting. The range of temperature setting is 5oC to 22oC (or 41oF 
to 72oF).

7. Temperature Control UP: Increase temperature setting

8. Temperature Control DOWN: Decrease temperature setting

9. oC/oF Button: Celsius and Fahrenheit conversion button.

10. ON/OFF button: Power on and off button; Press the button, it starts; 
press it again, it stops 

Figure 2:
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Due the nature of humidity in the air and the large amount of moisture 
provided to the environment by the meat in your cabinet, you will find the 
humidity will oscillate up and down around your setting. This is normal.

If you have just placed a big batch of meat into you cabinet, you will find the 
peaks of this oscillation will be steeper. This will settle down as your meat cures.

For larger batches, we suggest slightly lowering the humidity setting for the first 
few days of curing.

Large batches of meat can also cause the humidity discharge tray to fill faster 
than it can evaporate. We recommend emptying the humidifier reservoir prior 
to adding the meat to your cabinet and monitoring (and emptying, if necessary) 
the discharge tray - accessible from the rear of the cabinet.

Humidity
The range of the maximum relative humidity setting is 60% to 85%.

The maximum relative humidity setting of the cabinet is set using the UP and 
DOWN buttons on cabinet control panel (Page 7, Figure 2).

If necessary, additional humidity can be add to the cabinet environment via the 
humidity reservoir (5) through the humidifer inlet (2) at the base of the cabinet 
(Figure 3).

Humidifier moisture pads should be changed as necessary.

(1) Humidifier fan
(2) Humidifier inlet w. cap
(3) Outlet pores 
(4) Humidifier moisture pads
(5) Reservoir

Figure 3:

5. Controlling Humidity
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1. Remove all food from the shelf and pull out to the limit. 

2. Locate release black plastic tabs in sliding rails on each side of the shelf.

3. Lift tabs out of the sliding rails. The left tab will go down, and the right tab 
will go up. Please note: the ends of tabs must come outside of the sliding rail to 
release the shelf. You may need a flathead screwdriver or butter knife to access 
the right-hand (door) side tab.  

4. Pull the shelf straight out to remove from runner.

5. Unscrew runners from brackets on the walls of the cabinet.

6. Re-fix runners at desired height, ensuring that both runners are placed at 
the same level.

7. Refit shelf by matching runners simultaneously and pushing shelf right to 
back to lock in.

Please contact our service team on 0418 139 409 if you need any assistance with 
removing and re-positioning the shelves.

6. Changing Shelf Positions
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7. Care and Maintenance
Cleaning Your Cabinet

• Your cabinet should be clean regularly and maintained to prevent 
possible corrison and any build up of mould and bacteria.
• Turn off the power, unplug the appliance, and remove all items including 
shelves and rack.
• Wash the inside surfaces with warm water and baking soda solution. 
The solution should be about 2 tablespoons of baking soda dissolved litre of 
water.
• Wash the shelves with a mild detergent solution.
• Wring excess water out of the sponge or cloth when cleaning area of the 
controls, or any electrical parts.
• Wash the outside cabinet with warm water and mild liquid detergent. 
Rinse well and wipe dry with a clean soft cloth.
• Oil shelf runners with spray vegetable or canola oil. Regularly oil shelf 
runners to prevent corrosion.
• Every 3 months, clean the condenser/dehumidifer discharge tray.
 - Remove power lead from power point.
 - Pull cabinet forward to access rear of the cabinet.
 - Empty discharge tray using a cloth and bucket.
 - Thoroughly wipe clean tray and evaporation element.

Power Failure
• Most power failures are corrected within a few hours and will not affect 
the temperature of your cabinet if you minimise the number of times the 
door is opened. If the power is going to be off for a longer period of time, you 
need to take the proper steps to protect your contents.

Empty time
• Short period: Leave the cabinet stopping working for around three 
weeks.
• Long vacancy: If the appliance will not be used for several months, 
remove all items and turn off the appliance. Clean and dry the interior 
thoroughly so as to reduce odours and mould. Leave the door open slightly all 
the time if necessary. Check for any rodent damage to the wiring at the back 
of the cabinet before turning back on.
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Moving Your Wine Cooler
• Remove all items.
• Securely tape down all loose items (shelves) inside your cabinet.
• Turn the adjustable leg up to the base to avoid damage.
• Lock door shut.
• Be sure the cabinet stays secure in the upright position during 
transportation.
• Allow the cabinet to rest, upright, for at least 3 hours before turning on.

• Protect outside of appliance with a blanket, or similar item.

Energy Saving Tips
• The Wine Cooler should be located in the coolest area of the room, away 
from heat producing appliances, and out of the direct sunlight.

7. Care and Maintenance
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8. Troubleshooting

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE

Cabinet does not operate. • Not plugged in.
• The appliance is turned off.
• The circuit breaker tripped or a blown 
fuse.
• Electrical fault in cabinet circuit board. 
Please call service immediately.

Cabinet is not cold enough. • Check the temperature control setting.
• External environment may require a 
higher setting.
• The door is opened too often.
• The door is not closed completely.
• The door gasket does not seal properly.
• Turn unit off at the powerpoint for 
20 minutes to reset. Turn on and set 
temperature.
• Sensor or condensor failure. Please call 
service immediately.

The light does not work. • Not plugged in.
• The circuit breaker tripped or a blown 
fuse.
• The bulb has burned out.
• The light button is “OFF”.

Turn on and off frequently. • The room temperature is hotter than 
normal.
• A large amount of contents has been 
added to the cabinet.
• The door is opened too often.
• The door is not closed completely.
• The temperature control is not set 
correctly.
• The door gasket does not seal properly.

Vibrations. • Check to assure that the cabinet is on 
level.
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PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE

The door will not close properly. • The cabinet is not on level.
• The door was reversed and not properly 
installed.
• The door seal is dirty.
• The shelves are out of position.

Water leaking out from under the cabinet. • A large amount of contents has been 
added to the cabinet.
• Humidity level is set too low.
• Excess humidity in cabinet. Empty water 
from humidifier reservoir. 

Excessive mould growth or sticky surface on 
meat.

• Humidity level is set too high.
• Excess humidity in cabinet. Empty water 
from humidifier reservoir.

Notes: The replacement of LED light must need the qualified technician. First 
to unscrew the 2 screws on the light cover, then take out the screw on the 
LED panel, and replace LED light of same specification.

If you have any questions or have an error not outlined above, 
please call our service team on 0418 139 409 immediately to 
discuss.

8. Troubleshooting
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9. Technical Parameters

Model CSCWE240
The Weaner

CSCBO360
The Boar

CSCHO450
The Hog

Volume(L) 240L 360L 450L

Height 1215mm 1625mm 1805mm

Width 595mm 595mm 595mm

Depth 600mm 680mm 680mm

Shelves (installed) 3 4 4

Temperature Range 5oC to 22oC 5oC to 22oC 5oC to 22oC

Humidity Range 60% to 85% 60% to 85% 60% to 85%

Rated power 1.8A 2.0A 2.5A

Rated Frequency 160W 200W 220W

Net Weight 60kg 70kg 85kg

Gross Weight (Kg) 65kg 75kg 89kg
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10. Recipes

CALABRESE SALAMI
INGREDIENTS - per kilogram of meat

80% lean pork
20% pork fat
30g fine sea salt (or 27.5g fine sea salt and 
2.5g curing salt #2)
7g sweet paprika
5g dovme biber
1.5g fennel seed
1g cinnamon ground
0.75g peppercorn, crushed
5g white sugar or dextrose, optional
30mL chilled red wine, optional
Pinch of starter culture
Salami Casings (Hog or collagen)

METHOD

1/ Grind the pork and fat together, using a medium 
blade.
2/ On a large table combine meat with salt, spices, 
sugar and cultures (if using) and massage/knead until 
meat becomes sticky.
3/ Fry a little of the mixture to test for spices and 
seasoning. It should taste a little salty - this is critical for 
the curing process.

Optional: Allow meat to rest for 12 hours covered 
in before filling casings. This is a good way to start 
fermentation if you don’t have a suitable place after 
filling.

5/Using a mincer with the sausage filling attachment or 
sausage cannon, pipe meat into casings. 

Optional: Wipe down with vinegar and olive oil to 
prevent excessive mould growth.

6/ If fermenting, store your salami at 27oC and 80% 
relative humidity for 12 hours. A sealed container work 
well.
7/ Air dry the salami at in your CLEAVER at 13°C and 
75% to 78% RH for approximately 3 to 5 weeks.

PORK COPPA 
INGREDIENTS 

Pork collor butt (pork neck scotch) 
Salt 
Coppa spice (see below)
Elastic butchers netting 
Red wine 
Olive oil

Coppa spices - equal parts
Fennel seeds
Sweet paprika 
Cracked black pepper
Chilli flakes

METHOD

1/ Place the coppa in a non-corrosive container then 
rub enough salt in to massage and marinate, approx. 1 
cup per 2kg of meat.
2/ Place covered into your CLEAVER Salumi Cabinet.
3/ Massage in the salt a few times over 24 hours. 
4/ Wash off the salt, then pat dry with paper towel, 
Wash with red wine, massage with olive oil, roll in 
coppa spice.
4/ Double net with the elastic netting to get a nice tight 
product.
5/ Air dry the coppa at in your CLEAVER at 13°C and 
around 75% to 78% RH for approximately 4 to 8 weeks.

You should be able to feel the progress of the meat 
firming over time.  Once you are  happy that the 
coppa is very firm remove netting and use a firm brush 
to remove any excess spices.

6/ Slice paper thin enjoy!



CLEAVER Salumi Cabinets is a Trademark of Canned Industries Pty Ltd 
42 Smith Street, Warragul VICTORIA 3820


